Recent years have seen the emergence of transdiagnostic psychotherapeutic treatments, typically targeting depression, anxiety and related disorders. The rationale for developing transdiagnostic protocols is based on a number of factors; shared etiology and maintenance mechanisms, high co-morbidity, hypothesising that discrete disorders may be underpinned by common psychological vulnerabilities, and the burden currently placed on clinicians to master multiple disorder-specific interventions. This paper describes a transdiagnostic model of emotion-focused therapy (EFT-T), which combines modular (targeting specific clusters of symptoms) and shared mechanisms (targeting underlying vulnerability) approaches to the treatment of depression, anxiety and related disorders such as obsessive-compulsive and trauma/stressor related disorders. The model proposes that clients' core vulnerabilities are linked to specific chronic painful feelings, and that these chronic feelings are constellations of sadness/loneliness, shame, and fear-based emotions, idiosyncratically shaped by personal history. The paper describes how EFT-T addresses problematic symptoms but primarily focuses on transforming emotion vulnerability, or Core Pain, by activating adaptive emotional responses, such as compassion and protective anger, to embedded unmet needs. As all hitherto presented transdiagnostic protocols have emanated from within the cognitive behavioural paradigm, the aim of the described model is to increase the choice of evidence-based transdiagnostic interventions available to clinicians and clients.
Recent years have seen the advent of transdiagnostic psychological treatments (e.g., Barlow et al. 2017b; Norton 2012) . These developments have their origins primarily in the cognitive-behavioral paradigm. The rationale for the development of transdiagnostic treatments includes high comorbidity (particularly among those disorders which the majority of transdiagnostic treatments target, i.e., mood, anxiety, and related disorders such as obsessive-compulsive disorder or post-traumatic stress disorder), shared etiology, and shared psychopathology maintaining mechanisms (Kennedy and Barlow 2018 ). An important argument is also that the proliferation of manualized treatments for various disorders has created pressure on therapists to be trained in multiple treatments, and transdiagnostic protocols have the potential to reduce this pressure. Given that transdiagnostic treatments not only show good outcomes, but early comparisons suggest they may be equally effective as singledisorder treatments (Barlow et al. 2017a; Newby et al. 2015) , it seems that the development and dissemination of transdiagnostic therapies is an economic and pragmatic endeavour. Furthermore, transdiagnostic treatments targeting transdiagnostic variables may also be theoretically warranted as it appears that discrete psychological/psychiatric disorders have more in common than originally conceptualised (e.g., Caspi et al. 2014; Lahey et al. 2017) .
Some skeptics make the astute observation that the field is coming back to the time when therapies (particularly humanistic and psychodynamic therapies) were developed as generic and thus, within current terminology, transdiagnostic (Roy-Byrne 2017). Proponents (e.g., Sauer-Zavala et al. 2017 ) of current conceptualizations of transdiagnostic treatments counter this argument by pointing to the fact that while many original therapies were generic using universally applied therapeutic principles, current transdiagnostic therapies are either modular (with modules targeting a particular cluster of symptoms/difficulties), or target specified shared mechanisms of varied diagnostic groups (e.g., neuroticism, 1 3 perfectionism, experiential avoidance, negative reactions to emotional experience, attentional biases, ruminative thinking, etc., Kennedy and Barlow 2018) , and thus are distinct from the generic traditional therapies.
Given that transdiagnostic treatments as currently understood come almost exclusively from the cognitive-behavioral therapy (CBT) paradigm (Newby et al. 2015; Pearl and Norton 2017) , we became interested in articulating emotionfocused therapy (EFT; Greenberg et al. 1993; Greenberg 2015) in a transdiagnostic way using a mixture of modular and shared mechanisms approaches. The adaptation and conceptualization of EFT as a transdiagnostic treatment is not only based on a personal interest, but is also driven by a motivation to increase the choice of treatments available to clients. If the current endeavor is successful, it should contribute to the 'menu' of available transdiagnostic treatments. This is important as not all clients benefit from or prefer CBT. The transdiagnostic model of EFT presented here focuses in particular on those disorders for which the majority of current transdiagnostic approaches have to date been developed, namely depression, anxiety and related disorders such as obsessive-compulsive [OCD] and trauma/ stressor related (e.g., post-traumatic stress disorder [PTSD] ) disorders.
Emotion-focused therapy (EFT; Greenberg et al. 1993; Greenberg 2015) was developed in an out-patient setting as a psychotherapeutic treatment using universally applicable principles to treat individual clients without specification as to particular diagnoses it should or should not be applicable to (there is also an EFT variation for couples, which is one of the most studied couples' therapies as to its efficacy/effectiveness). The main empirical tests of EFT's effectiveness were carried out for depression (cf. Greenberg and Watson 1998; Goldman et al. 2006; Watson et al. 2003) . Early efficacy has also been established for social (Shahar et al. 2017 ) and generalized anxiety . Although not classified by a single DSM diagnosis, EFT for adults experiencing difficulties stemming from childhood trauma was also studied as to its efficacy (e.g., Paivio and Nieuwenhuis 2001) . These studies led to the development of various treatment manuals (e.g., EFT for Depression, Greenberg and Watson 2006; EFT for Complex Trauma, Paivio and Pascual-Leone 2010; EFT for Generalized Anxiety Disorder (GAD), Watson and Greenberg 2017) .
These developments in EFT, along with our experience adapting EFT for generalized anxiety (e.g., led us to re-conceptualize and systematize EFT as a transdiagnostic approach, conceptually based on a transformation model (see Pascual-Leone and Greenberg 2007; Timulak 2015; . With reference to Sauer-Zavala et al.'s delineation of transdiagnostic approaches, our conceptualization and adaptation of EFT uses elements of a modular approach targeting symptom level presentations (i.e., symptom specific interventions are used in the context of specific primary diagnoses/presentations), but primarily focuses on targeting the specific shared mechanisms of these varied diagnostic groups. Specifically, we focus on treating the shared underlying emotional vulnerability common to depression, anxiety and related disorders. This shared emotional vulnerability appears to be focused on chronic painful emotions of sadness/loneliness, shame, and fear/terror (Greenberg 2016; O'Brien et al. 2017; Timulak 2015) .
Emotion-Focused Perspective on Psychopathology
EFT's theory of psychopathology places emotions at the center of dysfunction/function. Emotions are seen as fulfilling many functions; for example, they inform us as to whether our needs are being met, they communicate to others about our internal world, and they set the goals for our rational pursuits (Greenberg 2016) . In terms of psychopathology, EFT see clients as either not fully availing of the adaptive information embedded in their emotional experience (e.g., sadness tells me what I miss) or, and more typically, as experiencing chronic, painful, and maladaptive emotions generated through complex memory-based emotional schematic processes (Greenberg 2016) .
The here presented transdiagnostic conceptualization of how psychopathology presents in clients with depression, anxiety and related disorders (see upper part of Fig. 1 until and inclusive of Unmet Needs) assumes that there are particular painful Triggers (situations/perceptions; see Fig. 1 ) in the client's life that are too emotionally upsetting and hence difficult for the client to process. Given that emotional processing relies on emotional schematic structures (Greenberg 2016) , these triggers, albeit current, typically have historical origins. These historical origins may include experiences of rejection, isolation, intrusion, invalidation, humiliation, blaming, omission, neglect, or unavailability, etc., typically by salient others such as caregivers, peers, or later on in life, romantic partners. Particularly important are developmentally significant emotional injuries in childhood and/or adolescence when the person's resources to cope with such situations were limited. Studies of client experiences suggest that the current triggers contributing to experienced psychopathology are often variations of these earlier triggers or are linked to them in some way (O'Brien et al. 2017) .
These external triggers of emotional pain may be compounded by Problematic Self-Treatment (see Fig. 1 ) which manifests in the context of these triggers. For instance, clients may attribute responsibility for the rejecting behavior of others to their self (e.g., It is my fault, I am unlikable), or they may worry themselves about potential problematic triggers in combination with self-criticism (e.g., they will not like me, because I am unlikeable). Clients may also judge themselves in order to improve their chances in the face of potential triggers (e.g., I need to be tougher) or to prepare themselves for what they anticipate will be inevitable pain (e.g., they will not like me anyway). Self-attributions of responsibility for the behavior of others or for emotional pain are also very common (e.g., "It is my responsibility if other don't like me."). Some symptoms associated with particular diagnostic groups can also be seen as self-processes that have an impact on the self itself and thus, within the conceptualization presented here, are viewed as forms of problematic self-treatment, e.g., the self-reproaching rumination characteristic of depression, self-panicking (panic disorder, specific phobias), generalized self-worrying (generalized anxiety); self-worrying related to social situations (social anxiety), self-worrying related to situations linked to trauma (PTSD); obsessing/worrying and managing/compulsing (OCD), and self-panicking/self-worrying about intrusion (PTSD).
On a more superficial level, clients also often blame themselves for the distress they feel (e.g., I should not be depressed). Within EFT, this is considered a more superficial or secondary form of self-criticism, and is differentiated from primary, characterologically-focused self-criticism of one's perceived essential self, i.e., traits or personal characteristics (Greenberg 2015; O'Brien et al. 2017 In some cases, triggers may not be manifest; rather there may be anticipation of potential triggers. As such triggers could potentially bring core chronic painful feelings (Core Pain in Fig. 1 ) the client may experience Apprehensive Anxiety (Fig. 1) , be afraid of potential triggers (e.g., rejection, humiliation, judgments, abuse, etc.) and the feelings they would bring (Core Pain). An example of this is the anticipatory anxiety in social anxiety where a client may have anxiety about public speaking, while what the client is really most afraid of is the potential feelings of shame and humiliation that he or she would experience if judged negatively by the audience. In this example, the shame/humiliation is seen as a chronic feeling (Core Pain) that the client knows and dreads. While the anticipatory anxiety is unpleasant, it is not seen as a primary focus for therapy. Rather, it is seen as signaling that there are emotions (see Core Pain) that the client may want to avoid.
Core painful emotions are typically avoided by a myriad of Emotional Avoidance (see Fig. 1 ) processes such as distraction or the expression of alternate emotions (e.g., expressing anger instead of the hurt that is primarily felt). Often this emotional avoidance takes a form of problematic self-treatment, such as self-interruption, self-numbing, displaced self-worrying, etc. Emotional avoidance, particularly in the form of worry, can also lead to Behavioral Avoidance (see Fig. 1 ) of potential triggers that could bring emotional pain (e.g., placating others in order that I am not criticized or rejected). Anticipatory anxiety and many forms of Behavioral Avoidance can actually feed into themselves, with clients constantly focused on and thus hyper-aware of potential threats. This often leads to overall exhaustion. Indeed, the manner in which a client engages with triggers and/or potential triggers of emotional pain, in and of itself can give rise to significant (albeit superficial, symptom level) emotional distress. Initially conceptualized in EFT in terms of secondary emotions (Greenberg and Safran 1989) , more recently, this category of distressing emotional experiences has been conceptualized as Global Distress (PascualLeone and Greenberg 2007; see Fig. 1 ). While distress on this level clearly indicates that a client is suffering, there are notable differences between distressing emotional experience on this 'superficial' level compared to the 'deeper' level of Core Pain. Emotions experienced on this level are typically more global, undifferentiated, and lacking in specific information about what needs are unmet in the triggering situations. Typical global distress level (secondary) emotions experienced by clients with depression, anxiety or related disorders include undifferentiated upset, hopelessness, helplessness, tiredness, depletion, depression, constant anxiety, and irritability.
At times, some feelings may be more discreet, e.g., anger, but even then, these feelings may obscure underlying core painful feelings (Core Pain, see Fig. 1 ) that are even more discreet and which clearly indicate what needs are not being met in the triggering situations. Global Distress (i.e., symptomatic distress) can be viewed as analogous to fever in the case of physiological harm/illness; it indicates that while it is not fully clear what the problem is, something in the client's psychological/emotional functioning is not OK, and in some way the client's emotional needs are not being met. To get beyond Global Distress the therapist needs to see, and the client needs to feel, what it was that was felt just before the collapse into hopelessness, what feelings the anger may obscure, or what feelings might be felt if he or she was not too frightened to allow them (e.g., for fear that they would be too painful).
EFT traditionally (e.g., Greenberg 2015 Greenberg , 2016 ) postulated that secondary emotions (Global Distress) obscure more fundamental and discreet emotional experiences (Core Pain in Fig. 1 ; traditionally referred to as maladaptive primary emotions) that need to be processed in therapy. Recent developments (e.g., O'Brien et al. 2017; Timulak 2015; Timulak and Pascual-Leone 2015) articulated that these maladaptive, chronic painful emotions (core problematic emotion schemes-Core Pain) can be clustered as loneliness/sadness-related (e.g., "I feel alone, I miss connection"), shamerelated (e.g., "I am worthless, I am a failure"), and fear/ terror-related (e.g., "I am terrified, I am scared."). Often, they may be seen as an idiosyncratic mixture combining emotions from two or all three of these emotion clusters. These chronic painful emotions indicate corresponding unmet needs (Unmet Needs; see Fig. 1 ), for instance, in the case of loneliness/sadness-related emotions, the need may be to be connected to or loved; in the case of shame-related emotions, it may be to be valued or accepted; in the case of fear-related emotions, the need is typically for protection or safety.
Theoretically (see Timulak and Pascual-Leone 2015) , it is envisaged that chronic core painful feelings (i.e., maladaptive emotion schemes which the client is susceptible to experiencing in the context of triggers) are developed as a consequence of previous painful emotional experiences. Typically (though not necessarily) these painful experiences have occurred in earlier developmental stages when the person does not have the resources to process painful emotions. This may be due to the interplay of a variety of factors such as being more dependent on the caregiver, a lack of social support or biological vulnerabilities such as proneness to experiencing strong emotional reactions (Kennedy and Barlow 2018) . Emotional schematic processing then draws on memory-based schemes formed through those experience when processing current but similar triggers (Greenberg 2016) .
The here presented model differs from CBT-based transdiagnostic theories (e.g., Barlow, Farchione, Sauer-Zavala et al. 2017) in claiming that clients' core emotional vulnerabilities are linked to specific chronic painful feelings (emotion schemes) rather than a universal vulnerability to or intolerance of emotional experiences. Again, it is proposed that the specific chronic feelings are idiosyncratic variations of sadness/loneliness, shame, and fear and that their idiosyncratic client-specific constellation is shaped by the client's personal history. Thus, they are also typically linked to earlier, particularly developmentally formative interpersonal experiences (such as rejection, exclusion, non-responsiveness, abuse, etc.) that brought emotional pain (hence memory-based schemes). Clients are thus not seen as avoidant of emotional experience and its processing in general, but rather, are avoidant of specific painful emotional experiences (and situations which may trigger those experiences), which, because of their idiosyncratic personal histories, they are particularly sensitive to. Emotional processing is then informed by previous unsuccessful processing efforts. We agree with mainstream, particularly CBT, formulations that genetic and biological predispositions may also play a role in the development and maintenance of these idiosyncratic vulnerabilities.
Theory of Change
While mainstream transdiagnostic CBT approaches (e.g., Barlow et al. 2017b ) focus their work on building emotional tolerance and more adaptive actions based on the experienced emotion, transdiagnostic emotion-focused therapy (EFT-transdiagnostic; EFT-T) primarily focuses on transforming chronic emotional vulnerabilities (core emotional pain) through the generation of adaptive emotional responses to the unmet needs embedded in chronic painful feelings (Greenberg 2015; Timulak 2015) . This is a gradual process (cf. Pascual-Leone and Greenberg 2007) and initially EFT-T also builds the client's capacity to bear chronic painful feelings. However, once a client has the capacity to tolerate chronic painful feelings of loneliness/sadness, shame and/ or fear (all postulated to be at the core of depression, anxiety and related disorders, despite the variation in symptomatic presentation) and once more superficial symptom level difficulties are addressed (see below), therapy focuses on facilitating the articulation of the unmet needs implicit in these painful feelings (e.g., to be connected to, to be valued, to be protected) and in facilitating adaptive responses to these unmet needs and chronic painful feelings, typically Compassion (Self-compassion) and Protective Anger (Timulak 2015-see Fig. 1 ). Compassion generated in response to unmet needs and chronic painful feelings can convey a sense of connection, acceptance and protection, which often allows further grieving for past hurts and losses. Protective Anger generated in response to mistreatment, can build a sense of own value, deserving, and resolve to face potential threats, which often leads to a sense of empowerment. Compassion and validation of the client's self-assertion are provided interpersonally by the therapist, but self-compassion and protective anger are generated primarily through the use of experiential tasks (see below).
EFT work on emotion transformation thus not only builds the client's tolerance of painful emotions (in this respect it overlaps with CBT approaches), but it also facilitates both the articulation of unmet needs and the expression of adaptive emotional responses to those needs, processes that counterbalance the original injuries which shaped the idiosyncratic development of the individual's chronic vulnerabilities. The aim is for the client to be more emotionally flexible and resilient (Pascual-Leone 2009), with fewer reasons for emotional and behavioral avoidance, better awareness and control over problematic self-directed processes such as selfcriticism or self-scaring, better awareness of interpersonal sensitivities that can activate emotional vulnerabilities, and better access to more resourceful responses once vulnerabilities are triggered. Thus, the theory of change, contrary to the mainstream CBT formulations, envisages that change is not facilitated only through emotional habituation but rather through a sequence of emotional processing steps (cf. Pascual-Leone and Greenberg 2007) eventually bringing adaptive emotional responses to the unmet needs embedded in painful emotions.
Treatment Outline
The transdiagnostic approach presented here follows a structure that consists of the following processes or steps; relational support provided to the client by the therapist, emotion regulation support, overcoming of emotional avoidance, mastering of symptoms of emotional distress, accessing and being able to stay with underlying emotional pain, articulation of unmet needs and generation of adaptive emotions. The therapist uses a tailored empathic interviewing style that combines following the client with guiding the exploration and processing of the client's experience. The therapist offers a compassionate and validating therapeutic relationship that provides support, but also a corrective interpersonal experience. The transdiagnostic modular (cf. Sauer-Zavala et al. 2017 ) approach is applied in adapted EFT experiential tasks that seek to address distinct clusters of symptoms such as worries, ruminations, obsessions, compulsions, or panicking. These include general emotional distress regulating tasks (e.g., clearing a space, general distress self-soothing task) as well as specific problematic self-treatment or symptom-focused tasks (e.g., self-worrying, rumination, self-panicking, obsession-intruding, flashback intrusion, etc.). EFT-T also avails of transformation-focused tasks that target core vulnerabilities (i.e., the shared mechanisms level in SauerZavala et al. 2017 conceptualization) such as the two-chair dialogue for problematic self-criticism and the empty chair task for interpersonal emotional injuries.
Compassionate and Validating Relationship
As in any EFT, the therapist in transdiagnostically adapted EFT offers a warm, caring, authentic and client-centered relationship. The willingness to be emotionally engaged, allowing the self to be moved by the client's suffering, is the hallmark of relational engagement on the therapist's part. This is particularly central as the therapy touches on the client's core vulnerabilities, often feelings of disconnection, exclusion, and insecurity, in which the client can feel on their own, rejected, excluded, or unprotected. The therapist's compassionate and validating presence is critical at this point and can constitute an important corrective emotional and interpersonal experience (Greenberg and Elliott 2012 ; see also below).
The therapist's relational offer and way of working also involves building alliance around the goals and tasks of therapy. The therapist provides an overall treatment rationale, but also rationale for specific tasks of therapy. The therapist's interpersonal skills as well as experiential expertise helps the client to engage with the process, helping the client to overcome those difficulties which might otherwise inhibit them from engaging with their own painful experiences in a productive way. The therapist is also willing to share his or her understanding of the client's difficulties (case conceptualization) if the client finds it useful.
Use of Transdiagnostic Case Conceptualization
To understand our cases, we use the framework presented in Fig. 1 (see also O'Brien et al. 2017; Timulak 2015; Timulak and Pascual-Leone 2015) . We think of the triggers that bring emotional pain; both the historic ones that may have contributed to the development of the client's vulnerabilities, as well as the current ones that actually trigger pain in the here and now. Irrespective of diagnostic classification (i.e., depression, anxiety and/or related disorders), it is our observation that triggers center around experiences of rejection, exclusion, danger (often interpersonal, but also physical danger such as illness), disrespect, witnessing vulnerability in significant others, disappointments in significant others, etc. (e.g., Dillon et al. 2018; O'Brien et al. 2017; McNally et al. 2014) . Current triggers, particularly in anxiety disorder presentations, may also involve potential triggers. In the case of PTSD and OCD, triggers may involve threatening perceptions (including flashbacks and/or obsessions), and in the case of phobia, phobic objects, although we do postulate that at least in some cases, these anxious apprehensions are a displacement from what at some time were more idiosyncratic triggers (i.e., while originally the client may have been anxious of specific triggers, the process of ongoing alertness may have created a susceptibility to a broader range of threats).
Problematic self-treatment is also universally present in presentations meeting various diagnostic criteria. The most fundamental problematic self-treatment is depressogenic judgement of the self, presenting as some form of self-contempt, self-judgment, or self-condemnation. This is the most closely linked with core shame-related vulnerability, such as feeling flawed, incompetent, unlovable, incompetent or a failure. A more superficial level of self-criticism involves blaming the self for being distressed (secondary self-criticism Greenberg 2015) . Closely linked to self-criticism are variations of self-worrying that bring about anxiety that triggering situations could bring core pain. Other forms of problematic self-treatment include self-panicking (e.g., in panic disorder-I am getting a panic attack), self-rumination (e.g., in depression-I will go over and over, over my failure and maybe I will figure out what is wrong with me), or selfmanagement through rituals (e.g., in OCD-I need to wash myself over and over to get all the dirt out).
Many forms of problematic self-treatment are likely to historically have had some adaptive, self-protecting function, e.g., criticizing myself makes me perform better, selfworrying prepares me for danger. The problem is that this self-treatment currently does not serve this adaptive purpose. Many forms of problematic self-treatment also have an emotional avoidance function (see below), most prominently self-interruption (cf. Greenberg et al. 1993) , in which the client employs internal strategies (e.g., not expressing emotion, etc.) to stop feelings.
The various forms of problematic self-treatment are addressed differently in therapy (e.g., a two-chair dialogue for self-criticism differs from the two-chair dialogue for selfworry). While the therapist initiates tasks in response to the most prevalent markers (i.e., the therapeutic task that is most persistently indicated by the client's in-session emotional processing, e.g., self-interruption vs. self-worry), those tasks which directly link to the client's core painful feelings (see below), are regarded as the most important from the overall therapeutic strategy perspective. Other problematic processes are only targeted if they are central to the client's presentation, when they typically feed into the client's global distress or emotional avoidance. The prevalent problematic self-treatment then often matches a particular diagnostic category (e.g., self-worrying-generalized anxiety; self-worrying related to social situation-social anxiety; self-worrying related to situations linked to trauma-PTSD; self-panicking over physical symptoms or objects-panic disorder or specific phobia; self-panicking/self-worrying about intrusion -OCD or PTSD; self-management-particularly OCD; self-rumination-depression), etc.
The mixture of triggers and problematic self-treatment give rise to secondary emotions, feeding a pervasive, unprocessed state of Global Distress. In cases of depression, client presentations typically include hopelessness, helplessness, undifferentiated sadness and irritability and/or anger. More anxiety linked presentations are characterized by anxiety, hypervigilance, and agitation. The presence of both is more typical than not. Clients may be collapsing (hopelessness, helplessness) in the context of triggers, anxiously fixated on threats that could bring painful feelings, or angrily seeking to rid themselves of triggers and distress by lashing out.
Given that triggers or potential triggers bring or can bring core chronic painful feelings, clients engage in a variety of ways in emotional and behavioral avoidance that is driven by the anxiety related to both the problematic triggers and the painful emotions they can bring. This avoidance can mean avoiding any feelings, including global distress level feelings, but it is mainly aimed at not feeling core chronic painful feelings. Avoidance can be either not fully successful, so that some feelings seep through, causing distress, or it can be so successful that the client does not feel distress but interactions with others and pursuit of own life goals (and meeting of emotional needs) is severely impaired. Emotional avoidance can be seen in many forms. For example, it can be seen in some forms of problematic self-treatment such as self-interruption. Self-worrying can also serve the function of emotional avoidance. Within therapy it can be seen in the form of changing subject, not engaging with experiential tasks, or expressing emotions that are easier to express instead of those that are felt but more difficult to tolerate (e.g., secondary anger where the primary feeling is hurt).
Anxiety, the apprehension of triggers and the painful emotions they bring, shows not only in emotional avoidance but also in behavioral avoidance. Behavioral avoidance is most typically reported on in-session (e.g., a socially anxious client talking about the situations he avoided during the week) but it can also be manifest within the session itself (e.g., a client who is fearful of the therapist's judgment being over-compliant). Again, while client presentations of emotional and behavioral avoidance are idiosyncratic, clients meeting criteria for particular diagnoses within the current classification systems may show similar features (e.g., OCD clients engaging in rituals/compulsive behaviors; PTSD clients avoiding places linked to the trauma).
Irrespective of client presentation, it appears that the core chronic painful feelings (the core vulnerabilities) across the diagnostic groups, at least for depression, anxiety and related disorders such as OCD and PTSD, center around feelings related to sadness/loneliness, shame, and/or fear (e.g., Dillon et al. 2018; McNally et al. 2014; O'Brien et al. 2017) . In terms of case conceptualization, these are usually idiosyncratic mixtures or variations of these clusters of feelings. At times therapy may focus on one particular relatively clearly defined vulnerability, other times there may be more than one focus. The underlying Core Pain may appear to be clearly linked to the symptoms-based diagnosis (e.g., fear in PTSD-like presentation); at other times the core chronic feeling may not be much predictive of more superficial symptoms (e.g., feeling unlovable may be linked to depression, but also social and generalized anxiety-like symptoms). Irrespective, in each case, we work primarily with reference to the client's idiosyncratic presentation and not the diagnostic category. The work (see below) focuses on helping the client to bear painful feelings, to not run away from them, to not collapse into dysregulation when feeling them, and eventually to articulate the unmet needs embedded in them.
Case conceptualization is a fluid and ongoing process, evolving as the therapist's understanding of the client's difficulties evolves. It offers a framework for understanding where the case may go if the therapy is to successfully transform the client's Core Pain. While the therapist keeps the conceptualization tacitly, it does inform any psychoeducational teaching the therapist may engage in (in EFT we talk about 'hot teaching', i.e., teaching that is experientially grounded). The therapist is also willing to share his or her conceptualization if a client expresses an interest in understanding the nature of their difficulties and the treatment rationale matching it. The case conceptualization is constantly adapted as therapeutic work progresses with experiential tasks in particular contributing important information.
Modulating Dysregulation
Clients with depression, anxiety and related disorders can often present in an emotionally dysregulated way, i.e., with highly aroused emotions at the global distress level. Feelings of hopelessness and helplessness may be present combined with a generally undifferentiated distress accompanied by much crying. They may feel acutely panicky and highly anxious. This is not as common as one would expect, because clients can often be successful at overregulating their experience using various forms of avoidance. If a client presents in a dysregulated way, the therapist may want to help them experience some relief from this distress and/ or to be able to manage such difficult emotional experiences in a more regulated manner. However, this is only the focus if the level of dysregulation hinders the client's ability to access underlying core painful primary emotions such as sadness/loneliness, shame, and fear. Only then if the client collapses or is unable to engage in the therapeutic process do we prioritize helping the client regulate their experience. Otherwise therapy proceeds by acknowledging the secondary, more superficial level of distress, but focusing primarily on primary core painful feelings and the associated unmet needs.
In cases where emotional dysregulation is a barrier to such work, the therapist does a number of things. Firstly, the therapist offers a soothing empathic presence (characteristic of EFT work overall). This can be supplemented by more active tasks, ranging from simple instructions (e.g., suggesting that the client breath regularly) to engaging in experiential tasks. In the case of the latter, the therapist may initiate an empty chair task dialogue where the client nominates a person who they perceive as caring for them and enacts that person expressing that soothing care. The client is then asked, as themselves, to try to let in the expressed soothing behavior they were able to enact when in the role of the other. We refer to this as superficial, symptom level, self-soothing (cf. Timulak 2015; . Another task that can be useful in helping clients regulate distress is Clearing a Space (see Elliott et al. 2004) , where the client localizes the upsetting experiences in their body (particularly around the solar plexus where the parasympathetic nervous system has a lot of central nerve fibers). The client is then asked to label the upset/feeling (and/or the situation the upset/feeling is connected to) and to visualize putting it aside for a moment. The process is repeated in a cyclical manner until the client feels some form of relief.
Overcoming Avoidance and Accessing Core Pain
While clients with depression, anxiety and related difficulties can present as dysregulated, they often also present with emotional avoidance difficulties (see O'Brien et al. 2017) . Clients can be apprehensive regarding both the triggers of emotional pain and the painful feelings those triggers could bring. In many instances, even expressed or dysregulated emotion is an expression of secondary, symptomatic distress, rather than an expression of what is at the core of a client's emotional pain. Regardless of the symptomatic presentation, the EFT therapist focuses on the underlying core painful emotions. Core painful feelings are accessed in part through a process whereby the therapist empathically acknowledges and validates secondary emotions whilst focusing on primary painful (maladaptive) feelings. The primary means however by which core chronic painful feelings are accessed is through the use of experiential tasks (cf. Elliott et al. 2004; Greenberg et al. 1993) . In these tasks, the therapist guides the client to enact hurtful perceptions (triggers) and/or problematic self-treatment in order to elicit the core wound, the core chronic painful feelings, experientially within the session.
Some clients may persistently avoid accessing underlying core pain, and in such instances the therapist may work directly with this 'self-interruption' process (Elliott et al. 2004; Greenberg et al. 1993) . Again, while this work is transdiagnostic, potentially employed irrespective of primary diagnosis, in our judgment, it is typically used only with clients for whom pervasive avoidance is a block to therapeutic work (cf. . Thus, it is more likely an issue for clients with anxiety, OCD, and PTSD presentations as for such clients, avoidance can be a defining part of the typical symptomatic presentation. In the self-interrupter task, the therapist asks the client to engage in a self-self dialogue within which, in the Interrupter chair (the other chair in which the client normally does not sit), the client is facilitated to enact how they stop their emotional experience and/or expression, and in the Experiencer chair (the chair in which the client normally sits), is facilitated to feel the impact of the self-interrupter. As they are experiencing the impact of the self-interruption, the therapist instructs the client to articulate what they want or need and to express this to the Interrupter. The client in the Interrupter chair is then asked to see what they feel towards the impacted part of the self. Typically, the therapist is assessing whether the client can soften towards the impacted part of the self, or whether he or she continues to interrupt, in which case the therapist works on highlighting the function of the interruption (usually a protection against painful feelings driven by a fear of those feelings). In cases where clients do not want to let go of interrupting, the therapist works on building a recognition for the need to feel and express feelings. The process is dialectical with individual clients following their own pathway through it.
Other forms of avoidance that the therapist has to address may be a presentation characterized by the expression of secondary emotions rather than underlying primary emotions, for instance expressing rejecting anger where the predominant underlying feeling is actually hurt. In other cases, clients may engage in problematic self-treatment other than self-interruption which also fulfill the function of avoidance. For instance, a client may engage in excessive worrying, e.g., about a social situation (secondary anxiety), in which s/he could be embarrassed (primary underlying shame). At times the content of the problematic self-treatment may appear displaced, e.g., worrying about superficial things seemingly unrelated to the core pain or engaging in obsessions that seem to be unrelated to the core pain (though again, it appears that even in those experience the displaced content may have some connection to the underlying paincf. O'Brien et al. 2017 ).
Dealing with Varied Symptoms
As we suggested earlier, our transdiagnostic formulation sees EFT-T as a treatment combining shared mechanisms (the underlying core pain) and modular (in terms of the current conceptualization of transdiagnostic treatments) approaches. The modular aspect to EFT-T is most particularly manifest in how EFT-T works differentially with clusters of symptoms. The majority of these symptoms can be viewed as related to various forms of problematic self-treatment. Clients selfadjust in the context of triggers and the painful emotions they bring. Some expressions of problematic self-treatment are addressed in tasks that have already been formulated in EFT (cf. Elliott et al. 2004; Greenberg et al. 1993 ). These include, for instance, problematic self-interruption of emotional feelings and their expression (see above).
A more recently described symptom-level problematic self-treatment task is the Two-Chair Worry dialogue (Murphy et al. 2017; . In this task, the client enacts the worry from the Worrier chair thus becoming more aware of how he or she worries him or herself. The client is then guided by the therapist to see what impact the worrying has on his or her feelings in the Experiencer chair. The impact is usually anxiety and tiredness. The therapist then facilitates the client in the Experiencer chair to express the need towards the Worrier part of him or herself. The client is then facilitated to see what he or she feels towards the anxious/tired part of the self from the Worrier chair. Typically, clients either soften or express even more worrying. Usually at this point the therapist explores with the client the function of the worry (which, again is typically along the lines of protecting the client from those painful feelings which could be brought about by the triggers/situation that are the focus of the worrying). If the client does not soften, the therapist seeks to facilitate protective anger in the client and an ability to stand up to the worrier from the Experiencer chair. If the worrier does soften, the client is invited to let in the softened, more compassionate feeling, again in the Experiencer chair. Worry work, as with other problematic self-treatment work described below has many nuances and complexities, many of which are described in the EFT literature (cf. Goldman and Greenberg 2015; Timulak 2015) .
The worry task addresses a more superficial (albeit very unpleasant) level of the client's distress, engaging as it does the client's overpreparation for and attempts to avoid the core painful feelings. Occasional worry thus does not have to be the focus of an EFT-T treatment. Its variations are more likely to be addressed in clients presenting with generalized and/or social anxiety. In some cases, worry may be displaced and generalized beyond core painful feelings. If pervasive and present within sessions, it may become the focus of therapy for a short, but necessary, amount of time.
A variation on working with worry is work with selfpanicking (e.g., for clients whose experience of panic attacks meets criteria for Panic Disorder). Here the 'Panicker' part of the self is enacted in a similar way to the Worrier (the therapist inviting the client: How do you panic yourself? Do it.). The experienced impact in the Experiencer chair is in this instance typically sheer fear/panic. The client is facilitated to feel this and to express this impact to the Panicker chair. The client is then invited to articulate and express what they need to the Panicker (e.g., I need you to stop). The client is then asked to come back to the Panicker chair and asked to respond to the panicked part of the self. If they are able to soften, the client, back in the Experiencer chair, is invited to let in the expressed compassion/softening. If not, the client, in the Experiencer chair, is facilitated to access protective anger and to speak from this protective anger to the Panicker (e.g., I will not allow you to panic me, I will not let you limit my life). Work on protective anger seems to be central for working with anxiety and panic, as anger is expansive and thus an antidote to the frightened, avoiding tendency in the anxiety/panic.
Work with worry in the context of specific phobias or health anxiety is typically of two types. In the first case, the work is similar to the work with worry already described, where the worry that the phobic object (or illness) might intrude on the client is enacted in the Worrier chair. The client is then facilitated to see the function of the worry (to protect against the phobic object), the impact of it on the felt sense in the Experiencer chair, and the need in the context of the felt impact. As with other worry dialogues, the work involves assessing whether the client in the Worrier chair is capable of offering some compassion towards the impacted, anxious part of the self. It also involves working on the possibility that the impacted (anxious) part of the self as enacted in the Experiencer chair stands up for the self and sets a boundary to the worries (Worrier). The second type of work involves a slight variation on the classical worry dialogue, whereby the generated protective anger in the Experiencer chair is also expressed towards the phobic object itself (or illness in the case of health anxiety and/or a chronic health condition). The phobic object may also be enacted to highlight its intrusion (indirectly the client is thus also exposed to the phobic object, which may dampen the fear of it) and then fought back against from the Experiencer position (I won't let you limit my life). In such dialogues it has been our experience that it can be productive to use a third chair for the phobic object (on the Worrier side of 1 3 the chair dialogue). The client is facilitated to enact both the worries and the phobic object itself, thus learning to distinguish between his or her self-process (worry) and the object itself.
In the case of obsessive-compulsive symptoms, we see the work as similar to work with worry and specific phobic objects. In this way of working, obsessions (e.g., my hands are dirty) are seen as part phobic object, part worry about the phobic object, while compulsions (e.g., you need to wash your hands) are seen as a form of self-managing, the function of which is to bring safety and relief (somewhat akin to self-interruption). The client thus not only worries him or herself (the obsessions), but also manages (the compulsions) what he or she should do with regards the obsessions. The cost of worries/obsessions, experienced in the Experiencer chair, is anxiety, while the cost of compulsions is tiredness and overdoing. The client is facilitated to progress though a dialogical (and dialectical) process, in which he or she either softens towards the impacted part of the self and/or stands up to the obsessing/worrying and managing/compulsing part of the self. As with work with worry and self-panicking, the role of protective anger is central as protective anger is a powerfully felt, experiential antidote to messages that the world is scary and unsafe.
Another symptomatic level self-treatment process that can be found particularly in presentations characterized by depression is rumination. Here the client enacts ruminations in the Ruminator chair and feels their impact in the Experiencer chair. The impact is usually in the first instance tiredness, but depending upon the content of the rumination there can also be various other idiosyncratic feelings, for instance, feeling ashamed if the content of rumination is self-reproach. Again, the therapist helps the client become aware of the rumination process, its function (e.g., to get control over a past event), its impact (e.g., tiredness), and the need in the context of this impact (e.g., for the ruminations to stop), whilst also facilitating change, again most typically via either a softening of the ruminating part towards the impacted self, and/or the assessing and expression of boundary setting anger from the position of impacted self.
As already articulated, EFT-T work at the symptomatic level of distress has characteristics of a modular transdiagnostic (cf. Sauer-Zavala et al. 2017 ) approach, with specific modules/tasks utilized depending upon client presentation. All the self-treatment processes presented here are ultimately ways clients manage symptomatic distress and often these processes fulfill an avoidance function: by focusing on symptomatic distress the client distracts his or her self from core painful feelings. Thus, we work at this level of distress only for the necessary amount of time and only where the process in question is both a major obstacle to therapeutic work and experientially present within the session in the form of a relevant marker (Greenberg et al. 1993) .
Differentiating Underlying Pain and Articulating Unmet Needs
The work articulated above, e.g., work on regulating overwhelming emotions, on overcoming avoidance of emotions, and on addressing symptom level distress, can be seen as preparatory and/or auxiliary work. At the core of EFT and thus also EFT-T is the work of accessing and eventually transforming the individual's core emotional vulnerability. In order to transform core painful vulnerable feelings, these feelings have to be accessed in therapy. They have to be brought into the open, differentiated, and the embedded unmet needs in them have to be articulated. There are two typical experiential tasks, each of which takes the form of an imaginary dialogue, that allow for accessing, feeling, expressing, and ultimately transforming core painful feelings (see Elliott et al. 2004; Greenberg et al. 1993; Timulak 2015) . These are the two-chair dialogue for self-criticism (a variation of problematic self-treatment) and the empty chair dialogue for an interpersonal emotional injury (unfinished business). It is in these dialogues that the client enacts the injuring behavior of the other (e.g., triggers of rejection, neglect, abuse, inability to respond, etc.) or self-judgment in the context of those triggers (e.g., I don't deserve love, I am the cause of the other's reaction/non-reaction, etc.). The enactment of the hurtful behavior of the other (in the Other chair) or of the self (in the Critic chair) is followed by an exploration of the impact of this behavior in the Self/Experiencer chair (an unfolding of the core pain -e.g., feeling alone, unloved, unlovable, scared, worthless, etc.). As core pain is accessed, the therapist facilitates the client to feel it and to express various aspects of it to the Other/Critic chair. Furthermore, as core painful feelings are accessed, the therapist facilitates the client to articulate the unmet needs embedded in those core painful feelings (e.g., to be loved, to be accepted, to be protected).
Transforming Core Pain
Felt and expressed core painful feelings and needs are a bridge to change, as they allow for potentially adaptive responses to that pain and need (cf. Pascual- Leone and Greenberg 2007; Timulak and Pascual-Leone 2015) . The transformation process can be viewed as facilitated by two processes that the therapist probes for and facilitates. The first of these is compassion towards and grieving for core pain and unmet needs (enacted in dialogue from the Critic/ Other chair: e.g., I am here and I love you). The second is healthy, boundary setting, protective anger as a response to mistreatment by others and/or the self (expressed from the Self/Experiencer chair: e.g., I deserve to be loved). The transformation process depends upon these two processes and so these responses are probed for in therapy whilst all the time respecting the pain and often hopelessness caused by the initial injury. The generation of self-compassion is typically followed by an attempt to allow or let in the compassion in the Self/Experiencer chair (further followed by a grieving for what was missed by not always having had this type of response). By contrast the generation of protective anger often leads to a sense of empowerment felt and expressed in the Self/Experiencer chair.
The process of change is cyclical. Dialogues are repeated, often across several sessions, and clients can show progress alternating with moments of regression. Dialogues are often creative drawing on enactments not only of unresponsive figures, but also the caring ones. The process is truly experiential and it is possible only to get to where the client is capable, authentically, of getting to at that moment. Often there may be pivotal sessions that shape the transformation process (Dillon et al. 2018; McNally et al. 2014; PascualLeone and Greenberg 2007; Pascual-Leone 2009; Timulak 2015) . Setbacks are also to be expected. A lot of avoidance and/or self-interruption may be present when accessing pain or adaptive responses. There may also be blocks in the form of self-judgments which hinder adaptive responses which could otherwise heal the interpersonal injury. In such instances, the therapeutic relationship plays a pivotal role, with the therapist offering a corrective, compassionate and warm presence and/or validation of unmet needs. Many of the difficulties that can arise and suggestions as to how to address them are described in the literature (e.g., Goldman and Greenberg 2015; Timulak 2015) .
Consolidating Changes
EFT-T, as with other humanistic-experiential therapies, puts the main emphasis on in-session work. Homework, so central in CBT, was not originally emphasized in EFT. However, relatively early (Greenberg and Warwar 2006) , there was a recognition, due to the integrative nature of EFT, that it could be useful to develop awareness between sessions of processes that had been explored in-session (e.g., self-criticism). Similarly, it was recognized that pivotal transformative experiences may be further consolidated if the client reflected upon them and planned to mark what happened in the session, in life outside of the session (e.g., after a reconciliatory in-session experience, to go to the grave of a long-time deceased, unresponsive mother whose unresponsiveness brought the client a lot of pain). Recently, various frameworks have been presented that can serve as a basis for homework aimed at consolidating in-session work Warwar and Ellison 2018) . Also, there is a recognition (Timulak 2018 ) that if EFT is to penetrate the public health services of countries that rely on a largescale uniform provision of mental health interventions, low intensity versions of EFT (e.g., online provision, self-help provision) must be developed and tested. The frameworks developed for use in homework and/or reflection exercises can serve as the basis for such low intensity adaptations.
Conclusion
Within the CBT paradigm evidence-based transdiagnostic protocols have emerged as one alternative to the plethora of disorder specific treatments already available. Transdiagnostic protocols may be economically and pragmatically viable as they may allow for the treatment of individuals presenting with a variety of disorders and/or with comorbid disorders whilst simultaneously reducing the pressure on clinicians to master multiple disorder specific interventions. The development of transdiagnostic treatments is also a response to growing evidence that many discrete psychiatrically defined disorders share both etiology and maintenance mechanisms and may even be underpinned by common psychological factors or vulnerabilities. To date, the transdiagnostic protocols presented within the literature have emanated almost exclusively from within the CBT paradigm, with advocates of transdiagnostic CBT treatments differentiating their offering not just from disorder-specific CBTs but also from traditional non-disorder specific generic humanistic and psychodynamic therapies.
As not all clients favor CBT, there is a strong argument for increasing the variety of evidence-based transdiagnostic interventions. Therefore, we would propose that transdiagnostically-framed EFT as presented in this paper has much to offer. As an experientially oriented evidence-based therapy, EFT has developed a wide repertoire of evidencebased interventions specifically for working with emotional processes. Furthermore, the EFT conceptualization of Core Pain elaborated on above is a credible, research informed hypothesis in keeping with recent theoretical speculation within the broader literature about the core vulnerability that may underlie discrete diagnostic categories.
The model of EFT-T here presented essentially builds on traditional EFT (in both its generic and disorder-specific variants) as already established while also being characterized by certain distinct features. Firstly, it offers a single concise theoretical and practical framework for working with multiple specifically defined disorders and the symptomatic presentations characteristic of those disorders. Secondly, whilst traditional EFT, in particular in its disorder-specific variants, does address symptomatic distress, the current formulation offers a wider variety of interventions modularly targeting the clusters of symptomatic presentations characteristic of various disorders.
EFT-T shares some similarities with transdiagnostic CBT but also differs in a number of critical respects. EFT-T is similar to transdiagnostic CBT in that it combines the modular approach of certain transdiagnostic CBTs with the shared-mechanisms targeting approach of others. Additionally, and except in those instances where symptomatic distress is a barrier to therapeutic work, it prioritizes the targeting of the underlying vulnerability. Where EFT-T critically diverges from transdiagnostic CBT is in the proposition that clients' core emotional vulnerabilities are linked to idiosyncratically specific chronic painful feelings rather than a universal vulnerability to or intolerance of emotional experiences. More specifically again, we propose that these specific chronic feelings are idiosyncratic variations of sadness/loneliness, shame, and fear, and that each idiosyncratic client-specific constellation is shaped by each client's personal history. As a consequence of this last distinction, the focus of intervention in EFT-T is not alleviation of, or mastery of secondary, or symptomatic distress, but instead the accessing and transformation of the underlying chronic Core Pain itself. While the current paper articulates EFT-T as a transdiagnostic model of EFT, and while this framework is based on significant research testing individual EFT processes both generically and in the context of specific disorders, further research is essential, and the next step is to test the adapted EFT-T model empirically.
